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INTRODUCTION
The Hell Feldfernschreiber contains a 900 Hz tone generator and a 900 Hz bandpass filter. Both are
basically LC-circuits, formed by a capacitor that is placed across one side of a transformer. Per the
specification, the generator's frequency and the filter's center-frequency must be within 3% of the
nominal 900 Hz value (i.e., within the 873-927 Hz range).
It is probable that over time, component ageing has led to a change in the generator and/or the filter
frequency beyond the specified 3% tolerance.
This was the case with my own Feld-Hell machine, built in 1938. The tone generator frequency had
shifted down to 720 Hz – quite a lot, but not extreme for a circuit with decades-old paper capacitors. So, I
decided to correct this, and also make sure that the center-frequency of the tone filter is within the
specified tolerances.
The required measurement and tuning adjustment is not covered in the Maintenance & Operating Manual
from 1941 (ref. 1). After all, that is a field manual.
This document captures and illustrates the steps that I followed to determine the frequency of the tone
generator and the center-frequency of the tone filter, and calibrate those frequencies by replacing the
respective capacitors. I am generally opposed to dogmas, so do not interpret the content of this manual
as "the only way" to do things.
If you like exciting things (where "exciting" is a verb, not an adjective), then stay tuned (pun intended)!
Should you find this document in any way incorrect, incomplete, or otherwise in need of improvement,
please do not hesitate to contact me (
).

Frank M.G. Dörenberg (N4SPP)

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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GENERAL RULES
You are about to operate on a piece of history, possibly a museum piece! Here are some simple rules to
observe:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Read this document at least once.
Do not rush!
Easy does it – do not brute-force anything!
Careful when manipulating wires – the original insulation tends to be brittle after all these years, as
do some of the electronic components.
5. Use the correct tools: right size, no screwdrivers with worn/rounded blades, etc.
6. Retain originality to the extent possible:
□ Do not make modifications that are not 100% reversible.
□ When electronic components need to be replaced: leave the original in place and disconnect
only one of the lead-wires (insulate with "spaghetti" varnished cloth tube, or at least shrink
tube), install the replacement component (typically much smaller) across the original.
□ If you install a replacement component and do decide to remove the original, then keep the
old one for future reference or re-building.
□ Non-aggressive cleaning is OK, but touching up the paint is not.
7. When in doubt, ask!

REQUIRED TOOLS, MATERIALS AND COMPONENTS
Required tools:
□ Large screwdriver or a coin (for the mounting bolt of the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit of the FeldHell machine).
□ Soldering iron (not a soldering gun!) – best is a medium sized one, with a controlled tip
temperature (≈400-425 ºC, 750-800 ºF).
□ Solder wick (de-soldering braid). Use fresh instead of years old wick: it is ineffective when the braid
has started to oxidize.
□ Needle-nosed pliers (yes, there are legitimate uses for pliers ).
□ Side cutter pliers (for cutting lead wires of new capacitors).
Strictly speaking, the bare minimum instrumentation you need for this project is a way to measure the
frequency of the 900 Hz tone generator, and the signal amplitude at the filter output. Once the internal
tone generator is calibrated, it can be used to tune the bandpass filter to maximum output amplitude at
900 Hz. So, you need:
□ A voltmeter
o I use a simple Digital Voltmeter (DVM) with true-rms readout; you can also use an
oscilloscope.
and at least one of the following:
□ An oscilloscope (preferably a modern one that can do period/frequency and peak-peak voltage
measurement, automatically or with manually selectable cursors; however, this is not critical).
□ A frequency counter/meter that covers the audio range (300 – 3000 Hz).
□ A Personal Computer with soundcard and audio spectrum analysis software
o I use "Spectrum Lab" freeware by DL4YHF https://www.qsl.net/dl4yhf/spectra1.html which
combines a very flexible audio tone generator, spectrum analyzer, and other tools.
o This will also allow you to determine the bandpass characteristics of the tone filter. In a
pinch, you can generate “white” noise with a portable FM radio that is not tuned to a station.

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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There is a tool that will speed up the tuning process, but it is not essential:
□ A capacitor decade bank
o I used an old Heathkit IN-3127 (see Figure 1)
o Voltage rating is not a concern: I measured less than 45 volt across the capacitors in
question.
Optional/recommended tools:
□ Capacitor checker or capacitance meter (I used a Wavetek 2015 digital multimeter, capable of
capacitance measurement).
□ Hemostat (a surgical tool that resembles a pair of needle nosed pliers with a locking clamp). They
come in handy in many projects! See Figure 1, just below the pliers).
□ Reading glasses (they may actually not be optional ).
□ A protective pad for your table (I have already ruined one dining room tablecloth ).
Required materials:
□ An 800 Ω resistor with banana plugs to terminate the La-Lb/E port.
o 330 Ω + 470 Ω resistors in series (or a single 820 Ω resistor) and two banana plugs.
o Note that standard 600 Ω "POTS" telephone lines have an impedance of 800 Ω at 900 Hz.
□ A 4 kΩ resistor with banana plugs to terminate the Empfänger port: this corresponds to the load of
a standard 2 x 2 kΩ Doppelfernhörer (headset).
□ Cables to connect the generator/oscilloscope/analyzer and/or the input & output of the PC
soundcard to the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit of the Feld-Hell machine.
□ About 10 cm (4") of small-diameter "spaghetti" wire insulation tubes (sleeves), preferably vintage
varnish-impregnated cotton or linen cloth ("Ölleinen" or "lackgetränkter Gewebeisolierschlauch"). In
a pinch, you can use modern shrink tube.
□ About 10 cm (4") of small-diameter shrink tube (to insulate the disconnected leads of the old
capacitors).
Required replacement components:
□ Replacements for the "nominal" capacitors. These capacitors must have a value that is one
standard "size" smaller and larger than the 40 nF and 50 nF nominal values indicated in the
schematic:
o 1 capacitor of 33000 pF (33 nF).
o 1 capacitor of 39000 pF (39 nF).
o 1 capacitor of 47000 pF (47 nF).
o 1 capacitor of 56000 pF (56 nF).
o Make sure to get axial-lead capacitors (lead wires coming out of opposite ends of the
cylindrical capacitor)
□ Replacements for the "tuning" capacitors. These capacitors must have a value that is much smaller
than the 40 and 50 nF nominal values indicated in the schematic.
o Several capacitors with values in the 1 – 20 nF range (1nF, 1nF5, 2nF2, 3nF9, 4nF7, 5nF6,
6nF8, 8nF2, etc.).
o They must also be axial-lead.
The original capacitors of the tone generator are rated 500/1500 Vdc (operating/test); the filter's
capacitors are marked with a 250/750 Vdc rating. As evident from the schematic (Figure 3), the capacitor
C28 of the tone filter is not subject to high voltages. The capacitor C18 of the tone generator is placed
between the anode and grid of the generator's tube (valve). I measured only about 45 volt across them. I
used new polypropylene capacitors with a standard 630 volt rating, which should be more than adequate.
Also see Appendix 5 of ref. 3.

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Most of the tools that I used for this project

Two full sets of non-electrolytic capacitors for the Hellschreiber

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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LITERATURE REFERENCES
Ref. 1a: "Der Feldfernschreiber", (original operating & maintenance manual), document D 758/1, 1 April
1941
Ref. 1b: "Hell Feldfernschreiber – Model 24a-32", 2 May 2009, annotated translation of Ref. 1a into
English by Frank Dörenberg
Ref. 2: "Hell Feldfernschreiber – Circuit, Components, Schematics, and Connectors", April 2009, by
Frank Dörenberg
Ref. 3: “Hell Feldfernschreiber – Overhaul of the Motor-generator", March 2009, by Frank Dörenberg
Ref. 4: “Die Entwicklung des Hell-Schreibers" by Rudolf Hell; pp. 2-11 in "Gerätentwicklungen aus den
Jahren 1929-1939", Hell - Technische Mitteilungen der Firma Dr.-Ing. Rudolf Hell, Nr. 1, May 1940
These documents are available from the "articles/literature" and the "Feld Hell - maintenance" page of my
Hellschreiber website, www.hellschreiber.com.

THE TONE GENERATOR AND TONE FILTER CIRCUITRY
Figure 3 shows the part of the Hell Feldfernschreiber schematic that covers the 900 Hz tone generator
and the 900 Hz bandpass filter (ref. 1b, 2).

Filter

Oscillator

Figure 3

Schematic of the Hell Feldfernschreiber's tone generator and filter

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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Figure 4

Schematic of the Hell Feldfernschreiber's tone oscillator

Line item 65 of the 1941 Manual (ref. 1a, 1b) describes the oscillator as follows:

The tone generator is a tube [valve]1 oscillator (Rö16) in a three-point configuration, tuned to a
fixed frequency of 900 Hz [±3%, while 800 ohm load at the "Leitung" connector]. The tone is
transferred to the transmitter circuit by transformer SÜ. Line transformer LÜ couples the keyed
tone separately to the line interconnect La–Lb/E and to the input of the receiver amplifier.
The oscillator around tube Rö16 is a Hartley2 oscillator: it has two series-connected (and coupled)
inductors and a single capacitor (here: C18). The two inductors are formed by the tapped windings on
one side of coupling/isolation transformer SÜ ("Summer-Übertrager"). So this transformer cleverly fulfills
two functions. Contrary to standard Hartleys, this one has an inductor at the 165 V (anode) voltage,
rather than ground. The second inductor provides feedback to the grid, to create the oscillation loop.

Figure 5

Schematic of the Hell Feldfernschreiber's tone filter

The bandpass LC-filter is passive. Line item 67 of the 1941 Manual states:

1
2

Throughout this document, the author has added text in straight brackets to quotes from the 1941 Manual, for the
purpose of clarification.
This type of oscillator is named after its inventor Ralph Hartley, who filed for a patent in 1915 (awarded in 1920).

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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The 900 Hz tone filter precedes the amplifier. It comprises switch U26, that bypasses resistor
W25 when in the "Ohne" ["without"] position.
With series resistor W25, the filtering is achieved as follows.
The audio input coming from gain control W24 is passed to a resonant circuit that consists of
capacitor C28 and input transformer EÜ. This circuit is tuned precisely [±3%] to 900 Hz [while
switch U26 is open]. It has a very high resistance at the 900 Hz operating frequency, but at
frequencies above and below 900 Hz, the larger the frequency deviation from 900 Hz, the lower
the resistance. In the position "Ohne" ["without"] the signal passes directly, whereas in the "Mit"
["with"] position, it passes through series resistor W25 of 30,000 ohm.
The tone generator and bandpass filter characteristics are given by Line item 94 of the 1941 Manual:
Tone filter bandwidth3:
Tone generator output voltage:
Tone generator frequency:

± 100 Hz, in "Mit" ["With"] position.
At the La–Lb/E connector: 2.5 V, 900 Hz at 800 ohm.
900 Hz ± 3 % at 165 V anode voltage and 800 ohm load at
the La–Lb/E connector.
With tone filter switch in "Mit" ["With"] position:
at the La–Lb/E connector: 0.3 – 3 volt, which corresponds to
-3.4 to +1.2 neper [-29 to +10 dB].
With tone filter switched to "Ohne" ["Without"]:
about 0.7 neper [6 dB] more sensitive.
At the "Empfänger" connector: about 4000 ohm.
At the La–Lb/E connector: about 800 ohm.
Voltage at the "Mithören" connector for 0.5 V input voltage:
about 3 to 4 V.

Required input signal level:

Input resistance:

Note that ref. 4 (1940) lists a filter bandwidth of 150 Hz.
The standard formula for the resonance frequency f of an LC-circuit is given by:

f 

1
2  L  C

where f is in Hz, L is in Henry and C is in Farad. This formula can be rearranged so as to yield L (or C) as
a function of f and C (or L):

L

1
4  f 2  C
2

and

C

1
4  f 2  L
2

As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the capacitor that determines the frequency of the tone generator is C18. It
has a nominal value of 50 nF. Plugging 900 Hz nominal frequency and 50 nF (50 x 10-9 F) into the formula
yields an inductance of 625 mH (0.625 H). This may sound like a lot, but keep in mind that the L is
formed by one side of an audio coupling transformer. For the 40 nF tuning capacitor C28 of the tone filter,
the above formula yields an L of 782 mH. It is fair to assume that the value of L has not changed much
over the years, and that any shift in tone or filter frequency is primarily caused by ageing of the tuning
capacitor C. The original capacitors in question are paper capacitors: a rolled up strip of metal foil, with
paper as a dielectric. Over time (decades), such capacitors typically show a significant increase in value
and a significant decrease in isolation resistance (i.e., increased "leakage" current). So, we should expect
a significant decrease in the tone generator frequency and filter center-frequency.
As shown in Figure 6, there are two capacitors marked C18 and two capacitors marked C28. In each case,
this is a nominal capacitor, plus a small capacitor in parallel. The nominal capacitor by itself (if at nominal
3

The 1941 Manual uses Neper instead of dB to express relative signal levels, and does not state whether the
bandwidth is based on the equivalent of 3 dB (i.e., factor 2) damping/attenuation.

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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value) yields a tone frequency or filter center-frequency that is slightly higher than the specified
frequency. This way, by adding a small parallel capacitor, the tone generator and the filter can be tuned
down to 900 Hz ±3 %.

Figure 6

Capacitor-pairs C18 (left) and C28 (right)

INTERFACING TEST EQUIPMENT TO THE HELLSCHREIBER
As is clear from Figure 3 above, all signal interfaces to the Hellschreiber are transformer coupled. So there
is no reason for concern regarding galvanic isolation.
However, the gain produced by the pre-amplifier stage around tube Rö29 is impressive. This is to be
expected. As type designator suggests, the RV12P4000 tubes have a static gain factor µ of 4000. With the
gain potentiometer W24 set to max volume, the amplitude of the keyed 900 Hz at the "Mithören" output
terminal can be over 45 Vpp!
There are no standard characteristics for consumer-PC soundcards. It varies significantly between models,
and is very poorly documented (other than for semi-professional cards):
 Line-input signal from 2 to 10 Vrms (full scale)
 Maximum input signal of 10 or 20 Vp (damage level)
 Line-input impedance of 600 Ω to 50 kΩ.
 Line-output impedance of 30 to 400 Ω.
 The microphone-input is much more sensitive, with an input voltage range of 10 to 100 mV, using
the standard gain of 20 dB (selectable via the "Mixer" utility of your PC).
 Microphone-input impedance of 300 Ω to 20 kΩ
 Some soundcards have a headphone output instead of a line-output; standard seems to be 100 to
500 mW with 22 Ω output impedance.
 Input coupling is AC, as the card has a capacitor in series with input, to block the 5.5 volt bias
that the microphone input supplies to electret microphones (the only type that works with sound
cards).
Depending on the soundcard in your PC, you may have to connect the card's output in series with the 800
Ω termination resistor. I have simply connected mine in parallel and found that to be working just fine.
Just to keep in mind…

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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La-Lb/E [Line a – b/Earth] connector for
the (phone) line to the opposite station
Jack for an FF33 field telephone set
(parallel to the line connector above)

“Empfänger” [radio receiver]
connector

“Mithören” [monitoring] connector

Figure 7

Signal interfaces at the front of the Amplifier and Interconnect Unit

OVERVIEW OF THE TASKS
This job of tuning the Tone-Generator and Tone-Filter of the Feld-Hell machine can be broken down into
the following tasks:
1. Get set up:
 Remove the Mechanical Unit from the Hell Feldfernschreiber case.
 Remove the Amplifier and Interconnect Unit from the Hell Feldfernschreiber case.
 Remove the rear cover of the Amplifier and Interconnect Unit (A&I Unit).
 Hook up the tone generator and measurement instrument(s) or PC-soundcard.
2. Determine the 900 Hz tone generator frequency.
3. Tune the 900 Hz tone generator frequency.
4. Tune the center-frequency of the 900 Hz tone filter.
5. Re-assemble the unit.
Throughout this document, line items marked with
permanent damage.
All task steps are marked with a

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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Task 1 – get set up
This Task comprises the steps for setting up the Feld-Hell machine for basic signal measurements.
 Undo the mounting bolt of the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit of the Feld-Hell, and partly pull this
unit out of the Feld-Hell case.
 Disconnect the two rectangular 6-pin connectors on the left hand side of this Unit.
o Note that this cannot be done unless this Unit is (partially) pulled out of the case: there is a
bracket that prevents the connectors from becoming unplugged.
 Release the latch lever of the Mechanical Unit, and slide this unit completely out of the case.
 Slide the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit completely out of the case.
 Reconnect the two cables with the 6-pin connector to the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit.
 Remove the rear cover of the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit.
 Put the 6 mounting screws of this cover in a small plastic bag – we don’t want to lose them.
 Make sure that the main switch of the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit (A&I Unit) is in the "Aus"
position.
 Connect a 12 Vdc power source.
 Make sure that the round 12-pin connector is not plugged into the (optional) receptacle on the
front of the A&I Unit. Inserting it interrupts the output of the tone generator.
 Connect an 800 Ω load at the La-Lb/E terminal.
 Connect a 4 kΩ load across the Empfänger terminal.
 Connect an oscilloscope or Digital Volt Meter (DVM) to the La-Lb/E terminal.
We can now power up the unit and do some preliminary measurements.
 Select the main switch from the "Aus" to the "Bereit" position.
 Wait one minute (for the tubes to warm up).
 Fix the telegraphy key of the keyboard (the "Morse" key with the green dot on it) into the fully
depressed position. I use an alligator clip for this.
o This keys the Feld-Hell’s own 900 Hz signal. As shown in Figure 3, this signal is routed to
the La-Lb/E, the Empfänger, and the Mithören terminal. The latter via the tone filter.
 Select the main switch to the "Ein" ("On") position, and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
 Measure the voltages at these three terminals, both with Verstärkung (gain control) set to
minimum (zero) and to maximum (10).
 Select the main switch from the "Ein" to the "Bereit" position.
Note that the 1941 Manual specifies 2.5 V at the La–Lb/E connector for this configuration (no indication of
Vp, Vpp, or Vrms). I found a nice clean sine wave, and measured the following signal levels for my
machine:
 4.3 Vpp (1.5 Vrms) with Verstärkung (gain control) set to minimum.
 5.7 Vpp (2 Vrms) with Verstärkung set to maximum.
Removing the 820 Ω load across the La-Lb/E and Empfänger terminals increased these amplitudes at the
La-Lb/E terminal to 6 and 8.4 Vpp respectively. For the same configuration, I measured the following
signal levels at the Mithören terminal:



 ≈ 0 with Verstärkung set to minimum.
 45 Vpp (!) with Verstärkung set to maximum (severely clipped signal). So: use minimal gain
setting (0.5 - 1) when connecting your PC’s soundcard to the Mithören terminal!
If you are using your PC's soundcard to generate test tones and look at the output of the tone
generator and tone filter, then you have to make sure that you do not exceed the input/output
voltage rating of that soundcard. Depending on the type, the soundcards may have input/output
ranges of ±1 volt to ±10 volt. So you may need resistors to make voltage dividers for level
adjustment.

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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Task 2 – determine the frequency of the tone generator
There are several basic tools for measuring the generator's tone frequency:
 An oscilloscope, preferably with time-period and/or frequency measurement modes; I am fortunate
enough to have access to one .
 A personal computer, with sound card and audio spectrum analysis software.
o As stated above, I use Spectrum Lab freeware. It includes a flexible signal generator and
spectrum analyzer.
 An AF/LF frequency meter/counter (some DVMs also have this capability).
The steps below are based on using an oscilloscope and a PC with Spectrum Lab in parallel. The "Morse"
key should still be depressed (how depressing can it be, being a Morse key?).
 Connect the oscilloscope to the La-Lb/E terminal.
o Set the time base to 200 μsec per division, and the vertical scale to 1 volt per division.
 Connect the line-input of the PC's soundcard to the La-Lb/E terminal.
o Make sure that the "recording" tab of you PC's 'Mixer' utility is set up such that only the lineinput is selected, and all PC-internal sound sources are de-selected. This "Mixer" utility is
specific to your PC and sound card, and has nothing to do with the analysis software!
o Configure Spectrum Lab for a spectrum of 100 – 3000 Hz. See Appendix 1.
o Configure Spectrum Lab such that its signal generator function is switched off.
o Configure Spectrum Lab such that the small Input Monitor window and the frequency
spectrum window (with or without waterfall display) are visible.
 Select the main switch to the "Ein" ("On") position, and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
 Select the volume slider of the PC's "Mixer" utility such that the Input Monitor window of
Spectrum Lab shows the Feld-Hell's sine wave with a green line (red line indicates that overdriving of the sound card), and an amplitude that fills the vertical range of that window. This can
also be done via one of the pull-down menus in Spectrum Lab, see Figure 14.
o Measure the frequency with the oscilloscope (measure the signal period by eye (900 Hz ↔
1.11 ms), or use the scope's built in cursors or automatic frequency measurement
capability).
 Measure the frequency with Spectrum Lab (click the cursor where the frequency "peak" occurs
and note the read-out).
 Select the main switch from the "Ein" to the "Bereit" position.
In my case, I measured a frequency of 720 Hz. This is about 25% below the nominal value of 900 Hz.
Using the LC-formula above, the measured frequency 720 Hz and assumed 625 mH inductance yields an
actual capacitance of 78 nF. I.e., about 50% above the nominal 50 nF value.
The 900 Hz tone frequency is not affected by the presence or absence of the termination loads at the LaLb/E and Empfänger terminals.

Task 3 – tune the tone generator frequency
During this task, we will be manipulating components at the rear of the Amplifier-Interconnect Unit while
the Motor-Generator of the Hellschreiber is running. That is, the 165 Vdc nominal anode voltage is
present at several points on the circuit board!
So, make sure to shut down the motor-generator for each manipulation (main switch in "Bereit" position).
Be careful and keep humans and other animals away from the Amplifier-Interconnect Unit.

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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To tune the generator, we first need to disconnect the capacitor-pair C18:
 De-solder one lead-wire of each of the two C18 capacitors on the circuit card.
 Insulate the disconnected lead-wires with shrink tube.

C28

Figure 8

Location of the tone generator tuning capacitor-pair C18

Tone generator capacitor C18:
 Per the schematic, this capacitor-pair has a nominal value of 50 nF.
 The main capacitor is manufactured by Siemens-Halske (S-H), 500/1500 V (Betrieb./Prüf =
Operating/Max); in my machine, the value is covered by the C18 component-number sticker, but
most likely is 40 nF. I measured 321 nF for this capacitor!
 The smaller tuning capacitor is also S-H. It has 7xx0 pF (7+nF) handwritten on a paper wrapper
that is glued to the component and fully covers it. The xx part of the value was covered by the
component-number sticker, so I could not read it. I measured 84 nF for this capacitor.
The basic method for tuning the generator is trial-and-error, starting with an educated guess. One way to
do this is purely with replacement capacitors. The same can be achieved faster with the combination of a

©2009-2020 Frank M.G. Dörenberg
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capacitor decade bank and replacement capacitors. As I own a small capacitor decade bank, I used the
second method. This is not essential, and the results will be the same.
 Connect the decade bank to the solder lugs of one of the C18 capacitors.
 Start with a setting of 30 nF on the decade bank.
 Connect the frequency measurement tool (oscilloscope, PC-soundcard) to the La-Lb/E terminal
of the Hellschreiber's electronic unit.
 Select the Hellschreiber's main switch from "Aus" to "Bereit", and wait one minute.
 Select the main switch from "Bereit" to "Ein", and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
 Check the tone frequency.
o The frequency should be below 900 Hz.
 Increase in decade bank setting in steps of 10 nF until the frequency is above 900 Hz, then
reduce by one step of 10 nF.
 Now increase in steps of 1 nF until the frequency is within ±1% of 900 Hz (i.e., ±9 Hz). Yes, the
spec says ±3% (±27 Hz), but with the same effort we can do better.
 Select the main switch from "Ein" to "Bereit".
 Disconnect the decade bank and note its setting.
We now have a good estimate for the required nominal total value of C18. In my machine, I needed a
capacitor decade bank setting of 57 nF (measured as 56.9 nF!) vs. 50 nF nominal (per the schematic).
 Select the value for the main C18 replacement-capacitor. Normally this is the largest standard
value below the final setting of the decade bank. Depending on that setting, this will be 33, 47
or 56 nF. In my case (57 nF), I selected 56 nF.
 Slide a piece of insulating tube over the lead wires of this capacitor, and solder it in place across
the solder lugs of the original (now disconnected) C18 main capacitor.
o You may have to reduce the length of one of the capacitor's lead wires.
Next, we need to select the replacement for the smaller C18 tuning-capacitor. From the difference
between the final setting of the decade bank, and the nominal value of the replacement capacitor that we
just installed, we approximately know what to use.
 Select the largest standard capacitor value below the difference derived above.
 Temporarily solder it in place across the solder lugs of the original (now disconnected) C18
smaller capacitor.
o This probably will not be the final value, so there is no need yet to add the pieces of
insulating tubes.
 Select the main switch from "Bereit" to "Ein", and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
 Measure the resulting frequency.
 Select the main switch from "Ein" to "Bereit".
 Repeat the process by changing to the next higher standard capacitor value, until the resulting
frequency is with the desired tolerance.
o If you cannot get to within ±1% (or ±3%) of 900 Hz, you may have to change the next
smaller value for the main C18 capacitor, and try again, or add a small third capacitor in
parallel.
 Select the main switch from "Ein" to "Bereit".
 Once the final capacitor is identified, de-solder it, slide a piece of insulating tube over the lead
wires, and solder it back in place.
With 56 nF and 2.2 nF in parallel (58.2 nF total nominal value), the tone generator in my machine was
tuned to within 1%. This is almost 20% above the specified capacitor value, but still within standard
engineering accuracy and within the tolerances of vintage components. However, I thought is was on the
high side, and decided to check capacitor C19 (not that is should have an impact); it is connected to C18
and installed just below it. In my machine, it is a JAHRE “Piko-Block”. It has a nominal value of 30 pF, and
a voltage rating of 750/1500 volt (Bsp./Psp. = Betriebsspannung/Prüfspannung = operating/test).
Surprisingly, I measured a value of 29 nF, very close to its nominal value!
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Figure 9

The new C18 capacitor-pair installed for the tone generator

Task 4 – tune the center-frequency of the tone filter
There are (at least) three basic methods for tuning the center-frequency of the Feld-Hell's bandpass filter:
1. Method 1: using an "all frequency" white-noise signal.
2. Method 2: using a variable-frequency test signal.
3. Method 3: the simple classical way, with a fixed-frequency test signal.
I have taken the liberty to list them in descending order of my personal preference. The results are
equivalent.
METHOD 1. The test signal required for this method is “white” noise. The frequency spectrum of the
filter output is analyzed to determine the center-frequency, and the filter capacitor is adjusted
accordingly. This method also allows us to simply determine other filter characteristics. This is my
preferred method.
METHOD 2. This method uses a variable-frequency sine wave test signal. This signal's frequency is
continuously varied ("swept") between to limits. We either sweep very slowly and (near)simultaneously
measure the momentary frequency and filter output amplitude, or we sweep at a high rate and determine
the filter's center-frequency with spectrum analysis. Again, the filter capacitor is adjusted until the centerfrequency is at 900 Hz.
METHOD 3. All that is required to tune the center-frequency of the tone filter, is a 900 Hz test signal and
a volt meter to measure the amplitude of the filter's output signal. We have already calibrated the FeldHell's own 900 Hz tone as part of Task 3, and can use this as a test signal by keeping the machine's
Morse key depressed (as in Task 3). We can also use an external test signal generator. The filter capacitor
is adjusted until the filter output is at its maximum. Changes in capacitor value must be small enough so
as not to "miss" the desired 900 Hz and end up with a filter skirt at that frequency instead of the intended
pass-band center-frequency.
Contrary to tuning of the tone generator, we will measure the filter's output signal at the Mithören
terminal! As shown in Figure 3, this terminal is transformer-coupled to the output of the filter when the
main switch is in the "Ein" position.



Remember that the signal amplitude at this terminal can exceed 45 Vpp when the Verstärkung
(gain control) is set to max! The signal may also be severely distorted at this gain setting.

Depending on the method we choose, we have to measure the amplitude of the filter output-signal at a
single frequency or simultaneously over a frequency spectrum. Of course, the latter will also work for a
single frequency. Keep in mind that measurement of the absolute amplitude voltage is not important here.
For Method 1 and 2, we need to simultaneously measure signal frequency and amplitude. The simplest
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way to do this is to use a PC with a sound card and audio analyzer software. Such software typically
comes with test signal generator functionality. This is the case with the Spectrum Lab freeware that I
used. The settings for this particular software tool are provided in Appendix 1. For single-frequency
measurement (Method 3 above), we can use an AC-voltmeter, an oscilloscope, or a PC with sound card
and audio analyzer software.
Make sure that the “Mixer” utility of your soundcard (this has nothing to do with the analyzer
software!) is set up such that it does not feed back the signal generator’s output to the (internal)
audio input. If you have the correct setting, you should see no signal in the small “Input Monitor”
window of Spectrum Lab if its signal generator is turned on and the input from the Feld-hell is
disconnected.
Note that as part of Task 3, we have already connected the required terminator resistors across the LaLb/E and Empfänger terminals.

C28

Figure 10

Location of the tone generator tuning capacitor-pair C28

Task 4A – tune the filter with a white-noise test signal
Gaussian White Noise (GWN) is a perfect excitation for measuring filter responses. It is a random signal
with a flat power spectral density: it contains equal power within a fixed bandwidth around any frequency,
and the assumed frequency values are statistically independent. The frequency spectrum of such a signal
is a flat (horizontal line). If it is input to a filter, the spectrum of the filter output signal will show the
filter's entire frequency response.
First we will determine the current center-frequency of the filter.


Select the Verstärkung (gain control) potmeter to somewhere between 0.5 and 1.
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 Connect the line-input of the PC's sound card to the Mithören terminal.
 Connect the line-output of the PC's sound card to the "Empfänger" terminal.
 Check that the "Morse" key of the keyboard is released (it was fixed in the depressed position as
part of Task 2 and 3).
 Set up the Spectrum Lab analysis software:
o General settings are shown in Appendix 1, Figure 13 and 14.
o Set up the test signal generator for white-noise excitation. See Appendix 1, Figure 16.
 Select the main switch from the "Aus" to the "Bereit" position.
 Wait one minute (for the tubes to warm up).
 Select the main switch to the "Ein" position, and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
 Select the volume slider of the PC's "Mixer" utility such that the Input Monitor window of
Spectrum Lab shows the Feld-Hell's sine wave with a green line (red line indicates that overdriving of the sound card), and an amplitude that fills the vertical range of that window. This can
also be done via the "options" pull-down menu in Spectrum Lab, see Figure 14. You can also try
very small (!) adjustment of the Verstärkung gain setting.
 Determine the peak of the bandpass by moving the mouse-cursor to it in the spectrum display.
o "peak holding" and "long term average" functions should have been activated as part of the
general settings; they also identify the bandpass center-frequency.
 Select the main switch back to the "Bereit" position.

Figure 11

Spectrum Lab filter-output spectrum for white-noise excitation
(this is actually the post-tuning spectrum; “averaging” was turned off)

For my machine, I measured 680 Hz. This means that the value of the filter capacitor C28 is well above
the 40 nF spec value. This is to be expected, due to ageing of this type of capacitor. Based on the LCresonance formula, 680 Hz implies a capacitance of 70 nF (assuming a nominal L-value).
The basic method for tuning the filter is the same as what was done to tune the Feld-Hell's tone
generator (Task 3): trial-and-error, starting with an educated guess. Again, we can to do this is purely
with replacement capacitors. The same can be achieved faster with the combination of a capacitor decade
bank and replacement capacitors. I used the second method. This is not essential, and the results will be
the same.
First we need to disconnect the capacitor-pair C28:
 De-solder one lead-wire of each of the C28 capacitors on the circuit card.
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 Insulate the disconnected lead-wires with shrink tube.
Tone filter capacitor C28:
 Per the schematic, this capacitor has a nominal value of 40 nF.
 The installed main capacitor is Siemens-Halske, 30000 pF (30 nF), 250/750 V (Betrieb./Prüf.)
 The smaller tuning capacitor is probably also by S-H; it has a value of 11130 pF (11nF13)
handwritten on the paper wrapper that fully covers the component.
 In my case, the filter’s nominal C28 capacitor measures 0.6 μF (!) and the C28 tuning capacitor
measured 155 nF. I.e., ≈ 750 nF total, instead of 40 nF! Note that these measurements where
done with the capacitance mode of a DVM. This is not a true capacitance tester, and capacitor
leakage (low isolation resistance) typically causes significant measurement error. If this were
truly the capacitance value, then the filter's center-frequency would have been around 210 Hz!
Clearly, both capacitors need to be replaced. Now we will do the actual tuning.









Connect the decade bank to the solder lugs of one of the C28 capacitors.
Start with a setting of 30 nF on the decade bank.
Select the main switch from "Bereit" to "Ein", and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
Check the center-frequency on the spectrum display.
o The frequency should be below 900 Hz.
Increase in decade bank setting in steps of 10 nF until the frequency is above 900 Hz, then
reduce by one step of 10 nF.
Now increase in steps of 1 nF until the frequency is within ±1% of 900 Hz (i.e., ±9 Hz). Yes, the
spec says ±3% (±27 Hz), but with the same effort we can do better.
Select the main switch from "Ein" to "Bereit".
Disconnect the decade bank and note its setting.

We now have a good estimate for the required nominal total value of C28. In my machine, I needed a
capacitor decade bank setting of 42 nF vs. 40 nF nominal (per the schematic).
 Select the value for the main C28 replacement-capacitor. Normally this is the largest standard
value below the final setting of the decade bank. Depending on that setting, this will probably be
33, as in my case.
o With 33 nF, the center-frequency was about 970 Hz.
 Slide a piece of insulating tube over the lead wires of this capacitor, and solder it in place across
the solder lugs of the original (now disconnected) C28 main capacitor.
o You may have to reduce the length of one of the capacitor's lead wires.
Next, we need to select the replacement for the smaller C28 tuning-capacitor. From the difference
between the final setting of the decade bank, and the nominal value of the replacement capacitor that we
just installed, we approximately know what to use.
 Select the largest standard capacitor value below the difference derived above.
 Temporarily solder it in place across the solder lugs of the original (now disconnected) C28
smaller capacitor.
o This probably will not be the final value, so there is no need yet to add the pieces of
insulating tubes.
 Select the main switch from "Bereit" to "Ein", and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
 Measure the resulting frequency.
 Select the main switch from "Ein" to "Bereit".
 Repeat the process by changing to the next higher standard capacitor value, until the resulting
frequency is with the desired tolerance.
o If you cannot get to within ±1% (or ±3%) of 900 Hz, you may have to change the next
smaller value for the main C28 capacitor, and try again, or (not desirable) add a small third
capacitor in parallel.
 Select the main switch from "Ein" to "Aus".
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 Once the final capacitor is identified, de-solder it, slide a piece of insulating tube over the lead
wires, and solder it back in place.
In my machine, I needed to replace the C28 capacitor-pair with 33 nF and 6.8 nF in parallel. I measured a
total value of 33.82 + 6.9 = 40.7 nF for these new capacitors vs. 40 nF nominal (per the schematic). Spot
on! The center-frequency is now also back to within the ±3% spec tolerance.

Figure 12

The new C28 capacitor-pair installed for the tone filter

If all we want to do is tune the filter's center-frequency, it is not necessary to measure filter
characteristics other than the center-frequency. However, we are already set up to measure them: all we
have to do is look at the spectrum plot! The filter characteristics of interest are:
 Center-frequency (lowest damping): already measured above.
 Bandwidth (a.k.a. pass-band): the width of the frequency band that can pass the filter with no
more than 3 dB of attenuation. Per the 1941 Manual (ref. 1a), this is 100 Hz (assuming it is
based on -3 dB corner frequencies). Per ref. 4 (1940), the bandwidth is 150 Hz. Note that the
filter's center-frequency is not necessarily half way between the corner frequencies.
 Bandpass damping/attenuation. Per the 1941 Manual, the bandpass damping causes a
15% reduction of the communication range over standard phone lines. This is equivalent to
about 0.7 dB.
 Quality factor "Q": the ratio of center-frequency and bandwidth. This is a measure of the
"sharpness"/"steepness" of the amplitude response. The Q of a band-pass filter is the ratio of
the center-frequency, to the difference between the -3 dB frequencies (also known as the -3 dB
bandwidth).
 Frequency response curve for the phone line audio spectrum (300 – 3000 Hz).
I have hand-smoothed the above spectrum curve in Figure 12. Note that pass-band and stop-band ripple
are not shown in the smoothed curve, as they cannot be determined from Figure 11.
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Figure 13

Characteristics of the bandpass filter in my Feld-Hell

From the bandpass curve in Figure 12, we can determine the following characteristics:
 Center-frequency: ≈ 923 Hz (2.5% high, but within spec tolerances)
 Bandwidth: ≈ 130 Hz (vs. 100 Hz in the 1941 spec (ref. 1a), 150 Hz in the 1940 article (ref. 4),
and 140 Hz measured quickly by me with a DVM)
 Passband damping: ≈ 4 dB (vs 0.7 spec; this ≈ 3 dB may be due to the terminating resistor).
 Pass- and stop-band ripple: could not be determined from the spectrum.
 Quality factor: Q = 930/130 ≈ 7

Task 4B – tune the filter with a swept sine-wave test signal
There are (at least) two basic ways to use a variable-frequency sine wave to excite the filter:
1. Slow sweep: the frequency of the sine wave is varied continuously in a band around the desired
center-frequency. The eyeball-method is used continuously observe the amplitude of the filter
with an oscilloscope or spectrum analyzer, and the test signal frequency must be noted
immediately when the amplitude reaches its peak. In order not to be fooled by local maxima due
to ripple, a number of (long) sweeps will be required. The sweep has to be slow enough to enable
this simultaneous measurement.
2. Fast sweep: same as above, but with a sweep-rate that is high enough to produce a useable
spectrum display. This approach is very similar to the white-noise approach of Task 4A.
I have used both approaches with my Feld-Hell, as I have an oscilloscope with automatic frequency, Vpp,
and Vrms read-outs. I clearly prefer the second one, as it is much more convenient. However, both
approaches are adequate. Only the second approach is detailed below.




Select the Verstärkung (gain control) potmeter to somewhere between 0.5 and 1.
 Connect the line-input of the sound card to the to the Mithören terminal.
 Connect the line-output of the PC's sound card to the "Empfänger" terminal.
 Check that the "Morse" key of the keyboard is released (it was fixed in the depressed position as
part of Task 2 and 3).
 Set up the Spectrum Lab analysis software:
o General settings are shown in Appendix 1, Figure 13 and 14.
o Set up the test signal generator for swept sine-wave excitation. See Appendix 1, Figure 17.
However, as we have not yet determined the current (pre-tuning) center-frequency of the
filter, we need to widen the low end of the sweep range. So, set "Frequency" to 750 Hz and
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"Deviation" to 250 Hz (Figure 17). We will use 900 Hz and 200 Hz respectively during the
actual tuning.
Select the main switch from the "Aus" to the "Bereit" position.
Wait one minute (for the tubes to warm up).
Select the main switch to the "Ein" position, and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
Select the volume slider of the PC's "Mixer" utility such that the Input Monitor window of
Spectrum Lab shows the Feld-Hell's sine wave with a green line (red line indicates that overdriving of the sound card), and an amplitude that fills the vertical range of that window. This can
also be done via the "options" pull-down menu in Spectrum Lab, see Figure 14. You can also try
very small (!) adjustment of the Verstärkung gain setting.
Determine the peak of the bandpass by move the mouse-cursor in the spectrum display to it.
o "peak holding" and "long term average" functions should have been activated as part of the
general settings; they also identify the bandpass center-frequency.
Select the main switch back to the "Bereit" position.

The observed frequency spectrum should look like the post-tuning spectrum shown in Figure 9 below,
with the peak shifted to the left, and a wider sweep.
The basic method for tuning the filter is the same as described for the white-noise method of Task 4A.
Those task steps will not be repeated here. However, the FM sweep range of the test signal must now be
set to a "Frequency" of 900 Hz and a "Deviation" of 200 Hz respectively (Figure 17). Figure 9 shows the
post-tuning filter output spectrum.

Figure 14

Spectrum Lab filter-output spectrum for swept sine wave excitation

(sweep: 900 Hz center-frequency, 200 Hz sweep, 2 Hz triangle FM; filter already tuned)
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Task 4C – tune the filter with a fixed 900 Hz test signal
We have two options for exciting the filter with a fixed-frequency 900 Hz test signal: use the
Hellschreiber's own 900 Hz tone, or use an external tone generator. Having a spectrum analyzer will not
do as any good here, as for a fixed frequency it will not provide us more information than an AC-voltmeter
(DVM or oscilloscope, preferably with automatic Vpp or Vrms measurement).
We have already tuned the internal tone generator to within 3% of 900 Hz. If we use the local signal,
then the filter's center-frequency will be tuned to within 3% of that signal. I.e., the machine's own tone
will be well within the filter's pass-band, but the filter's center-frequency will be at 900 Hz ±6% (worst
case) and may be out of spec. This tolerance is about equivalent to the specified bandwidth of the filter. If
we do a good job at tuning both the tone generator and the filter, then we should still be OK if the signal
of a received station is within 3% of 900 Hz. The other option is to use a more accurate 900 Hz test signal
from an external source (signal generator equipment or a PC-based signal generator, preferably
calibrated). The tuning process is the same for both options. I prefer the second option. Again, use of a
capacitor decade bank is highly recommended but not essential.




Select the Verstärkung (gain control) potmeter to somewhere between 0.5 and 1.
 Connect an AC-voltmeter, oscilloscope, or the line-input of the sound card to the to the Mithören
terminal.
 If using the "local" tone generator, check that the "Morse" key of the keyboard is still fixed in the
depressed position.
 If using an external test tone generator:
o Check that the "Morse" key of the keyboard is not in the depressed position.
o Connect the line-output of the PC's sound card to the "Empfänger" terminal.
 De-solder one lead-wire of each of the C28 capacitors on the circuit card.
 Insulate the disconnected lead-wires with shrink tube.
 Select the main switch from the "Aus" to the "Bereit" position.
 Wait one minute (for the tubes to warm up).
 Select the main switch to the "Ein" ("On") position, and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
The basic method for tuning the generator is trial-and-error, starting with an educated guess. One way to
do this is purely with replacement capacitors. The same can be achieved faster with the combination of a
capacitor decade bank and replacement capacitors. As I own a small capacitor decade bank, I used the
second method. This is not essential, and the results will be the same.
Based on the formulas above for LC-resonance, we know that reducing C28 from its nominal value by
25% to 30 nF, would increase the filter's center-frequency from 900 to 1040 Hz. A 25% increase to 50 nF
would reduce the resonance frequency to 805 Hz (assuming the L is at its nominal value). So, changing
C28 with 10 nF steps may cause us to "miss" the desired 900 Hz frequency! Again, this is where a
capacitor decade comes in handy.
 Connect the decade bank to the solder lugs of one of the C28 capacitors.
 Start with a setting of 30 nF on the decade bank.
 Connect the frequency measurement tool (oscilloscope, PC-soundcard) to the La-Lb/E terminal of
the Hellschreiber's electronic unit.
 Select the Hellschreiber's main switch from "Aus" to "Bereit", and wait one minute.
 Select the main switch from "Bereit" to "Ein", and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
 Measure the amplitude of the filter output signal.
 Increase in decade bank setting in ten steps of 1 nF, each time noting the amplitude of the filter
output signal.
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 Set the 1 nF selector from ten to zero, and increase the 10 nF selector from 30 to 40 nF.
 Increase in decade bank setting in ten steps of 1 nF, each time noting the amplitude of the filter
output signal.
 If the global maximum has not been found, then repeat the 1 nF steps with a 50 nF setting.
 Select the main switch from "Ein" to "Bereit".
We now have a good estimate for the required nominal total value of C28.
 Select the value for the main C28 replacement-capacitor. Normally this is the largest standard
value below the final setting of the decade bank. Depending on that setting, this will probably be
33 nF, as in my case.
 Slide a piece of insulating tube over the lead wires of this capacitor, and solder it in place across
the solder lugs of the original (now disconnected) C28 main capacitor.
o You may have to reduce the length of one of the capacitor's lead wires.
Next, we need to select the replacement for the smaller C28 tuning-capacitor. From the difference
between the final setting of the decade bank, and the nominal value of the replacement capacitor that we
just installed, we approximately know what to use.
 Select the largest standard capacitor value below the difference derived above.
 Temporarily solder it in place across the solder lugs of the original (now disconnected) C18
smaller capacitor.
o This probably will not be the final value, so there is no need yet to add the pieces of
insulating tubes.
 Select the main switch from "Bereit" to "Ein", and wait for the motor speed to stabilize.
 Measure the amplitude of the filter output signal.
 Repeat the process by changing to the next higher standard capacitor value, to maximize the
filter output amplitude.
 Select the main switch from "Ein" to "Aus".
 Once the final capacitor has been identified, de-solder it, slide a piece of insulating tube over the
lead wires, and solder it back in place.

Task 5 – reassemble the unit
Re-assembly is trivial:










Reinstall the cover on the rear of the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit
Disconnect the cables between this unit and the test equipment (PC, oscilloscope, DVM).
Disconnect the 12 Vdc power source.
Disconnect the two rectangular 6-pin connectors on the left of the unit.
Slide the unit half way into the case.
Place the Mechanical Unit in front of the case.
Reconnect the two 6-pin connectors on the left hand side of the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit.
Slide the Amplifier & Interconnect Unit completely into the case, and tighten its mounting bolt.
Release the latch lever of the Mechanical Unit, and slide the Mechanical Unit completely into case.

CONCLUSION
You have now successfully tuned the tone generator and bandpass filter of the Hell Feldfernschreiber.!
They should be good for many years to come!
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I hope that this manual was interesting and helpful. Your comments and suggestions are very welcome. If
you actually tuned the tone generator and filter of a Hellschreiber, please let me know how it went. Just
send me an email:
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APPENDIX 1

Figure 15
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Figure 16

Figure 17

Spectrum Lab general settings (continued)

Spectrum Lab block diagram view of the signal processing configuration
(the blocks and switches are interactive elements)
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Figure 18

Figure 19

Spectrum Lab test tone generator setting for white-noise excitation

Spectrum Lab test tone generator setting for swept sine wave excitation
(sweep: 900 Hz center-frequency, 100 Hz sweep, 2 Hz triangle FM)

Figure 20

Spectrum Lab test tone generator setting for fixed sine wave excitation
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